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An investigationhas been conductedto determineminimum "maneuvercosts"
for attitudereorientationof spacecraftof all possible inertialdistribution
over a wide range of maneuver angles by use of a two-impulseconingmethod of
reorientation. Maneuver cost is proportionalto the productof fuel consumed
(totalimpulse)and time expended during a maneuver. Assumptionsincluded
external impulsivecontrol torques,rigid-bodyspacecraftrest-to-restmaneu-
vers, and no disturbancetorques.
Results are presentedin terms of averagecost and standarddeviationfor
variousmaneuver ranges. Costs of individualreorientationscan be calculated
with the computerprogram included.
INTRODUCTION
Two-impulseattitudereorientationis a method of reorientationin which
torque impulsesare used to initiateand (later)to terminatefree precessional
and nutationalmotion of a body. Between torque impulses,the spinningbody
coasts undisturbedthroughsome desired attitudechange. The method has poten-
tial applicationto maneuveringspacecraftcapableof producingdirectedexter-
nal torque impulses.
Attitude reorientationby means of torque impulseshas been investigated
by severalauthors (refs.] to 4). ReferenceI presentsa two-impulsereorien-
tation scheme for large-anglespin-axisreorientationsof spinningaxisymmetric
bodies. Spin-axisor pointing-axisreorientationsare definedas general
reorientationswith final attitudebeing arbitraryabout the spin or pointing
axis. Reference2 extends the spin-axisreorientationsof reference1 to asym-
metric bodies. However,precessionangle is restrictedto 180° and spin-axis
inertiamust be larger than inertiasabout transverseaxes. Reference3 intro-
duces a statistical"averagecost" for generalreorientationsof nonspinning
bodies over a specifiedmaneuver-anglerange and comparestwo-impulsereorienta-
tion costs with costs of other maneuver schemes. Results are limited,however,
to elongatedaxisymmetricbodies. Reference4 extendsprevious resultsto
includetwo-impulsegeneralreorientationcosts for nonspinningaxisymmetric
foreshortenedbodies. Also, two-impulsereorientationcosts are obtained for
pointing-axisreorientationsof asymmetricnonspinningbodiesof all possible
inertialdistribution. Finally, reference4 presentsthree-impulsegeneral
reorientationcosts for asymmetricnonspinningbodies. These maneuverscon-
sistedof a basic precessional-nutationalmotion followedby an impulsivespin
maneuver. This motion combinationwas requiredto satisfyan arbitrarycon-
straintthat initialand final angles betweenthe spin axis and momentum vector
be equal.
The presentpaper also presentsgeneral reorientationcosts for nonspinning
asymmetricbodies. However, the aforementionedmotion constraintwas eliminated
throughthe use of ellipticfunctionsand a computationalscheme involving
nestedNewton-Raphsoniterativeloops. As a result,generaltwo-impulsesolu-
tions involvingprecessional-nutationalmotion were found with significantly
reducedcosts.
In the presentinvestigation,reactionthrustersare assumedto initiate
and terminateall maneuverswith impulsivetorquesof negligibleduration.
Other assumptionsincluderigid-bodyspacecraft,lack of disturbancetorques,
and zero initialand final attituderates.
The productof total maneuver impulse (proportionalto fuel consumed)and
totalmaneuver time is determinedfor the varioussolutionpaths availablefor
each maneuver. This product is then nondimensionalizedby spacecraftinertia
about the intermediateaxis and is referredto as the cost functionfor that
maneuver. Since total impulseand maneuver time are inverselyproportionalfor
impulsivemaneuvers, resultsare independentof each of these quantities. The
desiredor optimal solutionis definedas the solutionassociatedwith the
smallestcost functionfor eachmaneuver.
Since it was assumedthat all reorientationswithin a given range of maneu-
ver angle are equallyprobable,optimalcosts for a large number of statistically
representativereorientationswithin a given maneuver range were averagedto
representreorientationcosts for that maneuver range. Maneuver ranges of
w/360, _/4, w/2, 3_/4, and _ radianswere used. These resultsare intended
primarilyfor reorientationcost comparisonsof the two-impulseconingmethod
with other reorientationmethods. However, such comparisonsare not included
in the presentpaper.
Although costs for individualreorientationsare not presented,such costs




dn(u,m) Jacobian ellipticfunctions (seeeqs. (]2))
sn(u,m)
F nondimensionalasymmetryfactor definedby equation (9b)
H total angularmomentum
Hx,Hy,Hz angularmomentum componentsalong x-,y-,z-axes,respectively
Hxy angularmomentum in transverseplane, _Hx2 + Hy2
Ix,Iy,Iz principalbody inertiasabout x-,y-,z-axes,respectively; Iy isintermediatemoment of inertia
m parameterof Jacobian ellipticfunctionsdefined in equation (]4e)
2
P,Q,R motion constants (seeeqs. (I4a) to (14c))
Px inertialfactor (seeeq. (27))
Q2 _ cost function (seeeq. (26))
Q2,A,Q2,T axial and transversecomponentsof Q2, respectively(seeeqs. (25))
Q2,sw productof total impulseand total time dividedby Iy for coning
maneuver where thrusters,on spin axis can be swiveled
R],R2,R3 sequentialEuler angle rotationsabout z-,y-,z-axes,respectively,
relatingbody axes beforeand after reorientation(seefig. 4);
R2 is also referredto as maneuver angle
R2,max maneuver range, rad (0 < R2 < R2,max)
R2C maneuverangle transformedfor x-axismaneuver
SDA ratio of standarddeviationto averagecost
]
s = -(8o + R2 + @f)2
T kineticenergy (seeeqs. (15))
t time, sec
u argumentof ellipticfunctiondefinedin equation (13)
X,Y,Z inertialcoordinateaxis system
x,y,z body principalcoordinateaxis system;unless otherwisespecified,
z is spin axis
I
xf xf-axistranslatedfrom mass center along zf-axis
i
xo Xo-axistranslatedfrom mass center along Zo-axis
constantof linearity (seeeqs. (13) and (]4d))
initialbaseangle of sphericaltriangle,used to start iterative
solutions, IT- RI - _o
4,@,@ rotationsequenceof Euler angles about z-,y-,z-axes,respectively,
relatinginertialand body coordinateaxis systems
_,8,$ precessionrate, nutationrate, and spin rate, respectively;referred
to as Euler rates
_x,_y,_z body rates about x-,y-,z-axes,respectively
3
Subscripts:
av averagevalue (withrespectto time) duringmaneuver
f value at finishof coningmaneuver
max maximum value
new value from present iteration
o value at start of coningmaneuver
old value from previous iteration
start value to start iterativesolution
ANALYSIS
Equationsof Motion
Two referenceframes used in the analysisof the impulseconing method of
attitude reorientationare illustratedin figure ]. The body principalaxis
system x,y,z is relatedto an inertialaxis system X,Y,Z by an Euler rota-
tion sequence $,8,_ about body axes z,y,z, respectively• Note that $ and
Z are chosen to be in the same directionas the total angularmomentum H.
Angularmomentum H is establishedfor each reorientationmaneuver by the ini-
tial torque impulseof the thrusters. Reaction thrustersare assumedto be
fixed along the x,y,z body axes to producetorquesabout the y-,z-,x-axes,
respectively. Without loss of generality, @ is restrictedto 0 < @ < _/2.
The relationshipsbetweeninertialrates and body rates _x, _y, and _z,
as determinedfrom figure ](a), are
= _y sin @ - _x cos @
sin @
@ = _y cos _ + _x sin @ (])
= - cos0
The angularmomenta along the body axes (fromfig. 1(b)) are
H cos @ = Iz_z (2a)
H sin @ sin _ = Iy_y (2b)
4
-H sin @ cos _ = Ix0_x (2c)
Combiningequations (])and (2) yields the Euler rate equationsgoverning
the coning motion,which are
_ = HIsif _ + __c°s2_>\ Iy Ix
= H sin @ sin _ cos _ (3)
\Iy
• cos 8
= H _ cos @
Iz
A two-impulseconingmaneuver is performedas follows: The body, initially
at rest in inertialspace, is acted upon by an external-control-torqueimpulse
of negligibledurationwith predeterminedcomponentsalong the x-, y-, and
z-axes. This causes the body to spin about its z-axis and precess about the
Z-axiswith nutationalmotion. After a given time duringwhich the body freely
rotatesto the desiredinertialattitude,a second controlimpulseterminates
all motion.
Figure 2 illustratesthe maneuver geometryand shows the axial and trans-
verse momentumcomponentslabeled Hz,o and Hxy,o generatedby the initial
impulse. Also, the momentumcomponentswhich terminatethe motion are shown
as Hz,f and Hx_,f[ .The initialbody-axissystem Xo,Yo,Zo is includedtoillustratethe orlentatlonof H in body coordinates.
Candidateconing solutionsto equation (3)must includemaneuverswith
negativeprecession rates (4< 0) as well as maneuverswith positiveprecession
rates. Also, solutionpaths can be classifiedas long or short,dependingupon
whether the total change in precessionangle is more or less than w radians.
Four alternativesolutionpaths (nutationalmotion suppressed)are illustrated
in figure 3 for a reorientationexample.
The sphericalgeometryof a generalizedreorientationmaneuver R], R2,
R3 is shown in figure 4. By definition,a R], R2, R3 maneuver is any
specifiedset of sequentialEuler angle rotationsabout the z,y,z body axes,
respectively,which reorientthe body from its initialattitudeto some final
desiredattitude.
Parameterrelationshipsfor the coning motion were determinedfrom the




tan f - (gf - R3 = cot (Z- go - R] (4a)
• sin _(R2 + 0o)_
= cot (_ - go - RI (4b)
tan f + (gf - R3 _ )]cos (R2 + 0o
Half-angleformula
_ 7sin (s- 0o) sin (s- R2) sin (s- 0f)/sin (s)tan (IT- go - RI)_ = (5)sin (s - 0f)
where
]
s = 2(0o+ R2 + ef)
Law of sines
sin 0f sin 00 sin R2
= = (6)
sin (z - go - RI) sin (gf - R3) sin _f
6
GausS's-formula ..... . "
coss.n+,.-
cos (R2 - @o
Equations (6)and (7) were used only to checksolutions.
.. . .: .-
In addition to the geQmetric relationships,: certain dynamic constraints
were utilized. For example,the time betweeninitialand final impulse (maneu-
ver time or precession time) can be expressed by
- ¢o
tf - to = _av (8)
where _o and to -are set-equalto zero by choice and _av is determinedby
integrating the firstof equations (3) to obtain
_av = H_.C°S2.@.+ sin2_)_ _ H _Gf (c°s2 G + sin2 GhdG\ Ix Iy aV Gf-Go _o Ix Iy /
. • . . . , .
or .
• H
..... _av _ --(F) •- 19a)
where :
Ix + ly Iy - Ix sin (2Gf)- sin (2Go)
F = + (9b)
_. 2Iy 2Iy 2(Gf- Go) ....
7
Equation (9a)representsthe average _ with respectto, @ over the coning
maneuver and, thus, is an approximationto the average _ with respectto time
requiredin equation (8). However,the error of this approximationwas found





Anotherdynamicconstraintto the motion, derivedin reference4, defines
the maximum half-coneangle @max in terms of the inertiasand Euler angles
@ and @. For polhodesabout the z-axis,
iI Iy(Iz - Ix) + Ix(Iz - Iy) tan2 @
%max = tan-] .... (]]a)JIz(Ix - Iy) + Ix(Iz - Iy)/(tan2 8 cos2 _)
and for polhodesabout the x-axis,
III Iy(Ix - Iz) + Iz(Ix - Iy) tan2 @ I
q
@max = tan-] (1]b)Jx(Iz - Iy) + Iz(Ix - Iy)/(tan2 8 cos2 _)
The term "polhode"is discussedin appendixB. Equations (]])derive from the
fact that energy and momentumof the body remainconstantthroughoutthe motion.
These equationswere used not only to insure that tentative @,_ combinations
produced real values for 8max but also to relate dynamicallythe initialand
final 8,@ combinationsthrougha constant @max-
Returningnow to equation (3), it is noted that the Euler rate equations
are nonlinearand have no known analyticalsolutioninvolvingonly elementary
functions. However, reference6 formulatesthese equations (withthe _ and
symbolsinterchanged)along with a solution in terms of Jacobianelliptic
functions. The requiredfunctionalrelationshipsare










where u is the linear functionof time
u = uo + It (13)




(14b)Q = --_iy Iz
Iz E(2TIx/H2) - 1]
R .... (1 4c)
Ix - Iz
(Ty- IZ)[(2TIx/H2) - I]I = H (14d)IxIyIz
(Ix - Iy)[] - (2TIz/H2)]
m = = (Modulus)2 (14e)
(Iy - Iz) [(2TIx/H2) - 1]
The energy T and angularmomentum constantsof the motion are given by
I }T = _(Ix_0x2 + Iy_y2 + Iz0jz2) (]5)H2 = (ixt0x)2 + (Iymy)2 + (iz0_z)2
and the motion constant 2T/H2 which occurs in equations (14)can be expressed
throughequations (2) and (15)as
si.2) 02T @ _ cos2w = sin2 8 + + -- " ' : (16).H2 \ Ix Iy Iz
It can be seen from equations (2) and (]2)-thatthe body rate-solutionsare --"•
directlyrelatedto these Jacobianellipticfunctionsas follows:
_x = -HP cn(u,m)/Ix I
_y = HQ sn(u,m)/Iy _ ' '. -- " / : : - (17)-L0z R d z
Also from equations (12),
(9 = COS-] [R dn(u,m)_ _ (18)
. o
and
= tan-1 cn(u,m)_ (l91
Equations (12) to (19) were not used to generate time histories of body rates
or Euler angles,but rather served to derive Htf for equation 110).
Equation (13) was evaluated at tf and combined with equation (14d) to
yield - t
. • . . .:
uf- uo
Htf = I (Iy - Is)E (2TIx/H2) 1_ " (20)IxlyIz
Here, the quantity uo was calculatedby means of the arithmetic-geometricmean
process and successiveuse of the descendingLanden transformation(bothdis-
cussed in reference7) from sn(uo,m) which in turn was determinedfrom the
first of equations (12)evaluatedat to. The value of uf .was determinedsim-
ilarlyfrom sn(uf,m) which was obtainedfrom the first of equations (12)eval-
uated at if. Finally,equations (10)and (20)are combinedto generate the




r(Iy- Iz) _Ix2T/H2) - ]3Ix yIz
Solutionof Equations
Equations (4a), (4b), (]]a)or (lib),and (5)which governvariables _f,
_f, 8f, and @o, respectively,were solved in a Newton-Raphsoniterative
(inner)loop in the order specifiedfor a given value of @o" Startingand
stoppingconditionsare given subsequently. This resultwas then used in a
secondNewton-Raphsoniterative (outer)loop involvingthe dynamicvalue of
_f (fromeq. (2]))and the relationship
<I L>°I= (22)@o,new Co,old @f dynamic
The inner loop equationswere then solved again (by iteration)for the new
value of @o from equation (22). This processcontinuedwith inner loop con-
vergencefor successive"new" values of 8o until the outer loop convergedand
all equationswere satisfiedsimultaneously. The convergenceconditionfor the
inner loop was that input and output values of 80 be equal within ±0.000]per-
cent. For the outer loop, convergencewas definedas input and output values
of 80 being equal within ±0.0] percent.
The values of 0o and @o used to start the iterativeprocesswere deter-
mined from
@o,start= _ - R] - _ (23a)
_tan (R2/2)._
@o,start= tan-] _ _o; _ _ (23b)
Equation (23a) is an expressionfor the initialbase angle _ of the spherical
triangle (seefig. 4), and equation (23b)is a geometricrelationshipfor a
sphericaltriangleinitiallyassumedto be equilateral.
Solutionswere attemptedfor ]6 separatevalues of _ (spreadover the
range 0 < _ < 7/2) for each solutionpath. Possiblesolutionpaths (for
each given maneuverand inertialdistribution)includedall eight combinations
of long and short paths, positiveand negativeprecessionrates, and polhodes
about the x- and z- axes. All such solutionswere determinedif possible and
I]
the one associatedwith minimum maneuver costs was retainedfor computingthe
"averagecost" of reorientationspresentedfor eachmaneuver range. The list-
ing and documentationof computerprogramIMP2, used to determinethese solu-
tions, is presentedin appendixA.
REORIENTATIONCOSTS
General Considerations
As mentionedin the "Introduction,"a cost functionequal to the product
of totalmaneuver impulse (proportionalto fuel consumed)and totalmaneuver
time (nondimensionalizedby spacecraftinertiaabout the intermediateprincipal
axis) is determinedfor the varioussolutionpaths availablefor each maneuver.
The desiredor optimumpath is definedas the path associatedwith the smallest
cost functionfor each coningmaneuver. Since total impulseand maneuver time
are inverselyproportionalfor impulsivemaneuvers,resultsare independentof
each of these quantities.
It is assumedthat all reorientationswithin a given maneuver range R2,max
are equallyprobable. Therefore,reorientationcosts were sampledwithin each
given maneuver range by systematicallycomputingoptimum costs for combinations
of R], R2, and R3 at equally spaced intervalsthroughoutthe sample space
limits -IT< R] < IT, 0 < R2 < R2,max,and -_ < R3 < IT where R2,max = _/360,
_/4, IT/2,3Z/4, and 1Tradians. These optimum-costfunctionswere then weighted
(accordingto likelihoodof occurrence)and averagedas follows:
EOptimum cost)x sin R2_(Averagecost) =
(sinR2)
In addition,the standarddeviationof the optimum-costfunctionswas deter-
mined with the relationship
(Standarddeviation)= I_ _Optimum cost)2 × sin R23 - (Averagecost)2(sinR2)
Cost Equations
The impulse (andthus momentum)requiredto initiateand terminateconing
maneuvershas transversecomponents
Hxy,o = H sin 8o Hxy,f = H sin 0f
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and axial components
Hz,o = H cos @o Hz,f = H cos @f
as shown in figure 2.
For reactionthrustersfixed along the x, y, and z body axes to produce
torquesabout the y-, z-, and x-axes,respectively,the cost function
BTotal impulse)x (Totaltime_/Iy for the two-impulseconingmaneuver is
Q2 = Q2,A + Q2,T (24)
where the axial and transversecomponentsare, respectively,
IHltf
Q2,A = --(cos @o + COS @f)
Iy
(25)
_ S _ tf
_in @o(Isin_oI + Icos@o0 + sin @f(Isin@fl + Icos@fl_Q2,T = Iy
By combiningequations (]0), (24), and (25),the cost functioncan also be
expressedas
Ixl@fIEsin@o(Isin @ol + IcOs @ol) + sin @f0 sin @fl + IcOs @fl)Q2 = IyF
+ cos %o + cos %f_ (26)
If the thrusterpair fixed on the spin axis to produce torquesabout the x-axis
is allowedto swivel about the spin axis, the componentsof Q2,T can be mini-
mized (reducedabout 21 percenton the average)at the expenseof a relatively
small thrusterprepositioningterm Qp with the result expressedas
IHltf




The resultsof this investigationare primarilythe costs of attitude
reorientationby the two-impulseconingmethod. These are presentedin the
form of averagecost (overa given maneuver range) as functionsof ] - (Iz/Iy),
Ix/Iy, and R2,max for bodies of all possibleinertialdistributionwhich are
identifiedin reference4 and presentedin figure 5. Althoughcosts for the
thousandsof requiredindividualreorientationscould not be presented,such
costs can be calculated,if desired,by means of the computerprogrampresented
in appendixA.
Each of the hundredsof two-impulsemaneuver solutionsused to generate
averagecosts for individualinertialconfigurationswas first determinedand
then independentlycheckedby numericalintegrationof the motion equationsto
assure that the desiredmaneuverwas accomplishedwithin an acceptabletoler-
ance. In thisrespect, maximum errorsin _f, proportionalto R2,max,were
found to be about ±0.5 percenton the average. Correspondingerrors in 8f
and _f were less than ±0.005percent. Two-impulseconing solutionsfor gen-
eral reorientationsof asymmetricbodies were anticipatedin reference4 on the
basis that the three input quantitiesof the maneuver (coordinate-axistorques)
should allow controlof three output quantities (finalEuler angles)regardless
of inertialconfiguration. This is confirmedby the resultsof the present
investigation. Figure 6 shows the effectof inertiadistributionon average
cost of reorientationfor maneuver rangesof _/360, _/4, _/2, 3n/4, and
radians. The curve labeled Ix/Iy E ] on each plot representsthe family
of axisynm_etricbodies. Most of these resultswere reportedin reference4
and are includedhere for comparisonwith the asymmetricresultsof the pres-
ent investigationwhich are the remainingcurves of figure 6.
The axisymmetricresults indicatean almost linear reductionin reorienta-
tion costs as bodies become more elongated. This is true for all maneuver
ranges. Reorientationcosts are also seen to be proportionalto maneuver range
for axisy_metricinertialconfigurations.
Inspectionof all the resultsof figure 6 shows that introducinginertial
aslamaetriesto axisymaetricbodies causes the averagecost of reorientationto
decreasesignificantlyfor relatively"thick"bodies. (See left side of
fig. 6.) Conversely,for relatively"slender"bodies,introducinginertial
asymmetryresultsin somewhatlarger reorientationcosts. In retrospect,this
result could have been anticipatedbecausex-axis inertia is the only difference
betweencomparableasymmetricand axisymmetricbodies. Since average cost is
proportionalto the effectivetransverseinertiaof a body (avalue between Ix
and Iy), the increasein Ix requiredto change the "slender"bodies from
axisymmetricto asymmetricresultedin higher costs. Similarly,the decrease
in Ix requiredto change the "thick"bodies caused a reductionin average
cost.
The resultsof appendixC also are illustratedin figure 6. Reorientation
costs for rod-shapedbodies with axial syn_etryalong the z-axis as well as
costs for rod-shapedbodieswith axial symmetryalong the x-axis are in good
agreementwith both the axisy_netricand asyr_netricresultspreviously
discussed.
]4
Figure 7 was prepared to illustratethe effect of R2,max on averagecost
for asymmetricbodies. These curves are restrictedto Ix/Iy = 1.2 but should
be representativeof other ratios. As would be expected,averagecost is seen
to increasewith maneuver range.
The average-costresultspresentedin figure 6 for asymmetricbodies repre-
sent minimum-costreorientationsinvolvinga mixtureof polhodesabout the x-
and z-axes. Although polhodeaxis for minimummaneuvercost is unpredictable
for individualreorientations,the polhodeaxis, on the average,seems to be
the principalaxis about which inertiais most unlike (greatestpercentagedif-
ference)the y-axis (intermediate)inertia. More specifically,an inertialfac-
tor Px for estimatingthe probabilityof polhode about the x-axis has been





Rx/y = Ix/Iy or Iy/Ix (Whicheveris greater)
Ry/z = Iy/Iz or Iz/Iy (Whicheveris greater)
It followsthat the inertialfactor Pz for estimatingthe probabilityof
polhode about the z-axis is Pz = ] - Px" Figure 8 illustratesthe correlation
of Px with measured values for all resultsof figure 6(e).
In reference4, reorientationby means of impulseconing was solvedunder
the constraintthat the initialand final angles betweenspin axis and the
momentum vector be equal. This resultedin solutionsinvolvinga two-impulse
coningmaneuver followedby a spin-correctionmaneuver. As a result,costs
were considerablyhigher than those of the presentinvestigationwhich uses two-
impulseconing maneuversnot requiringa follow-upspin maneuver.
Maneuver costs have been presentedthus far in the form of averagecost
for specifiedmaneuver ranges. Also importantis the measureof how costs are
dispersedabout these averagevalues which is given by their standarddevia-
tion. Ratios of standarddeviationto average cost are computed along with the
average-costresults. These values are presentedin table I along with compan-
ion values of averagecost.
Table I indicatesthat averagecosts have standarddeviationsof about
40 percent (of cost) for R2,max = _ radians, increasingto about 65 percent
as R2,max is reducedto _/360 radians. Thus, average-costresultsdo not




This report presents data figures which can be used to evaluate the costs
of attitude reorientation by two-impulse coning for bodies of all possible iner-
tial distribution and over the complete range of maneuver angle. Two-impulse
coning is a method of general-attitude reorientation in which torque impulses
are used to initiate and later to terminate free precessional and nutational
motion of a body.
Costs are presented for selected inertia configurations in the form of
average cost (and standard deviation) for a large number of uniformly distri-
buted reorientations within a given maneuver range. These results, determined
for five maneuver ranges, are intended primarily for cost comparisons of the
two-impulse method with other reorientation methods (not included). Although
costs for individual reorientations are not included, such costs can be deter-
mined, if necessary, through the use of an included computer program.
Results show that the two-impulse coning method is capable of producing
general reorientations of asymmetric as well as axisymmetric bodies.
Results for axisymmetric bodies indicate that for all maneuver ranges
reorientation costs become progressively smaller as the body is elongated.
Also, reorientation costs are proportional to maneuver range.
The introduction of inertial as!n_netry to axis!n_netric bodies causes
reorientation costs to decrease significantly for relatively "thick" bodies.
For relatively "slender" bodies, however, the addition of inertial asymmetry
results in somewhat larger reorientation costs. In all cases, however, costs
are proportional to maneuver range.
Polhode axis for minimum maneuver costs is unpredictable for individual
reorientations. However, for a maneuver range of _ radians, polhode axis, on
the average, seems to be the principal body axis about which inertia is most
unlike the intermediate principal-axis inertia.
Langley Research Center






Computerprogram IMP2, used to determineminimumcosts for two-impulse
reorientationof asymmetricspacecraft,is presentedin this appendix.
Symbols
Pertinentsymbolsused in program IMP2 and their definitionor relation-
ship to symbolsused throughoutthe report are as follows:
ACOST weightedaveragecost of maneuverswithin given R2,max,
_ (Q21sinR21)
(IsinR21)
ANG _, initialamplitudeof AN] used to start iterativesolution
ANI,AN2 base angles of sphericaltriangle,oppositesides 8f and 8o,
respectively
B indicatorfor positive (B = 0) and negative (B = I) precessionrates
EOH 2T/H2
EPS uo




P,Q,R P, Q, and R, respectively
PATH indicatorfor short (PATH= 0) and long (PATH= 1) solutionpaths
PI
R],R2,R3 R], R2, and R3, respectively
R]C,R2C,R3C maneuver about x polhodeaxis equivalentto RI, R2, and R3
maneuver about z polhode axis; R2C = R2C










R20 latest iterative value for Go
R22 maneuver cost
R23 latest iterative value for AN]
R26 ANt check value from equation (7)
R30 latest iterative value for eo
R34 _f dynamic
R40,R41 lower and upper sample limit for R], respectively
R42,R43 lower and upper sample limit for R2, respectively; R43 = R2,max
R44,R45 lower and upper sample limit for R3, respectively
R54 sin R2, weightingfactor in cost calculation
S s
TCOST weightedsum of maneuvercosts


















PI=2.*ASIN(1.) $ CON=I. $ IY=IO0.
NAMELIST/ICONE/IX,IY,IZ,CON, PTDEN,R40,R41,R42,R43,R44_R45














R54=ABSISIN{R2)) $ GO TO 2
C NEXT MANEUVER
7 R3=PR3=R3+CON/PTDEN $ IF(R3.GT.R45)GO TO 25 $ GO TO 2
8 RI=PRI=RI+I./PTDEN $ IF(R1.GT.R41)GO TO 24 $ GO Tn 2
9 R2=PR2=R2+I./PTDEN $ R54=ABS(SIN(R2)) $ IF(R2.GT.R43)GO TO 26
C COMPUTE EULER COSINE MATRIX FO_ MANEIIVER RI,R2,R3 AB_IJT Z Y Z AXES
2 SRI=SIN(RI} $ SR2=SIN{R2) $ SR3=SIN(R3)




B31=SR2=CR1 $ B32=SR2*SRI $ 833=CR2
C COMPUTE EULER ROTATIONS RIC, R2C,RBC ABOUT -X Y -X AXES
RIC=ATAN2(B12,-B13} $ X3=-B_3_SIN(RIC}-B32*COS(RIC)
Y3=B22*COS(RIC)+B23_SIN(RIC) $ X2=B21*X3+B31*Y3 $ Y2=BII
R2C=ATAN2(X2,Y2) $ R3C=ATAN2(X3,Y3) $ ANGO=.OI $ ALT=O.
3 IF(REP.EO.O.)GD TO I $ RI=-RIC $ R2=R2C $ R3=-R3C
C INITIALIZE FOR NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION METHOD
19
APPENDIXA
I ANG=ANGO $ B=l, $ IF(ISAV.GT.O )R=O.
12 HOLO=RET=O. $ KOUNT=O $ R31=R32=R33=-IO.
RB=R61=PI-RI-(2.*B-I.)*(I.-2._RI23)_ANG
RT=ATAN{SQRT(R4*(R6-RE)/(ABS(R_-RE)/(RE-RE)+RE_(R5-R4)*COS(RS}
I'COS(R8)))) $ IF(R7.LT..4*R2)GO TO 18
R31=ATAN(TAN(R2/2.)/COS(ANG))$1F(ALT.EO.1.)R31=(R7+R31)/2.$R7=R31
CALL THETA $ IF(HOLD.GT..5)GO TO 18
R51=R30 $ RT=R32=(RT+R30)/2.
CALL THETA $ IF(HOLD.GT..5)GO TO 18 $ R52=R30
5 RQO=(R52-R51)/(R32-R31) $ RT=(REI-RgO*R31)/(I.-RgO)
R33=RT=ABS(ASIN(SIN(RT)))
CONS=I.
21 CALL THETA $ IF(HOLD.GT..5)GO TO 18 $ R53=R30
R34A=ABS(R34R) $ IF(R34A.GT.PI)R34A=2.*PI-R34A
IF(ABS((R34A-ABS(RI3))/R34A).LF.IOO.*ACC)GO Tn 6
IF(ABS(R32-R52}.GT.ABS(R33-R53))GO TO 22 $ IF(CNNS.GT.IO.)Gn TO 22
R33=R7=RO_R33+(I.-RO)*R32 $ CONS=CONS+I. $ GO TO 21
22 R31:R32 $ R32=R33 $ R51=R52 $ R52=R53 $ GO TN 5
6 RO:R20 $ RI2:(RI3+RI4-R3)/2. $ RT=R30
C SOLUTION GEOMETRY CHECK (GAUSS FORMHLA)
R26=COS(RIg/2.)*SIN(RI2)/COS(.5*(R2-RT))$ IF(ABS(R26).GT.I.)R26=I.
R26=ACOS(COS(2._ACOS(R26}))*ABS(RI3)/RI3
IF(ABS((R23-R26)/R23).LE..OOI)GO TO 51 $ WRITE(6,4)R23,R26





C POLHODE CONDITION DETERMINED
AI=A $ IF((REP-.5).LT.O.)AI=C
AN2=RI4-R3 $ ANI=PI-R1-R8
19 IF{ABS(AN2).LT.PI)GO TO 20 $ AN2=AN2-2.*PI*ABS(AN2)/AN2 $ GO TO IQ
C SOLUTION GEOMETRY CHECK (SIN RHLE)
20 F40=SIN(RI3)/SIN(R2) $ F41=SIN(ANI)/SIN(RIg) $F42=SIN(AN2)/SIN(RT)
IF(ABS((2._F40-F41-F42)/F40).LF..OOT)Gn TO 52
WRITE(6,4)F40,F41,F42
C LOWEST COST SOLUTION IS SAVED
52 IF(R22.GE.C22)GO TO 18
CAI=AI $ CANI=ANI $ CAN2=AN2 $ CREP=RFP $ CCRI=RI $ CCR2=R2
CCR3=R3 $ CSAV=ISAV $ C7=R7 $ CO=RA $ C14=R14 $ C15=R15 $ CHTF=HTF
C34R=R34R $ C19=R19 $ C22=R22 $ Cg4=R34 $ CB=B $ C23=R23 $ C26=R2_
CII=RII $ CI2=RI2 $ C13=R13 $ KNIINTC=KOUNT $ C]23=R123 SAN=ANG
C4=R4 $ C5=R55 C6=R6
STAVG=CTAVG
C CHANGE STARTING POINT AND COMPlJTE ALTERNATE SNLIJTINN
I8 ANG=ANG+.2 $ IF(ANG.LE.PI/2.)GO TO 12 $ NtlM=NIIM+I
20
APPI_qDIX A
IF(RI23.GT..5)GO TO I0 $ R123=I. $ GO TO I
I0 R123=0. $ ISAV=ISAV+I $ IF(ISAV.LT.2)GO Tn I $ ISAV=O
C SETTING CONDITIONS FOR PnLHODE ABOIIT(A) AXIS OR RESETTING FOR
C POLHODE ABOUT (C) AXIS
SR4=R4 $ R4=R6 $ R6=SR4
IF(REP.GT..5)GO TO II $ REP=I. $ GO TO 3
II REP=O. $ RI=PRI $ R2=PR2 $ R3=PR3
IF(ALT.EO.I.)GO TO 28
IF(ANGO.EO..II)GOT0235 IF(ANGO.EO..OI)ANGO=.II$ IF(ALT.EO.0.)GOT01
23 IF(ABS(C34).LE.2.*PI)GO TO 17 $ ANGO=.02 $ ALT=I. $ GO TO I
28 IF(ABS(C34).LE.2.*PI)GO TO 17
IF(ANGO.EQ.oI7)GO TO 16 $ IF(ANGO.EO..OT)ANGO=.I7
IF(ANGO.EQ..12)ANGO=.07 $ IF(ANGO.EO..O2)ANGO=.12 $ Gn Tn 1
17 IF(C22.EO.1.EO)GO TO 7
C COMPUTE STATISTICALLY AVERAGE MANEHVER COST
13 TNO=TNO+R54 $ TCOST=TCOST+C22*R54 $ ACOST=TCOST/TNO
TC2=TC2+C22*R54*C22
TCREP=TCREP+CREP $ R70=R70+I.
MATRIX TRANSFORMATION CHECK FOR EACH MANEUVER
S20=SIN(CT) $ C20=COS(C7) $ S30=SIN(CO) $ C30=COS(C8)
SIF=SIN(C13} $ CIF=CGS(C13) $ S2F=SIN(C19) $ C2F=COS(C19)
S3F=SIN(CI4) $ C3F=COS(CI4) $ SI=SIN(CCRI) $ CI=CnS(CCRI)




































29 FORMAT(IXFB.4,F7.4,FB.4, FT.3,F7.1,F7.3,2F7.4,3FB.4, FT.3,IXAI,F7.3,
IF6.2,F6.3,FT.3,212,15,13,F5.2)
C SOLUTION CHECK VIA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
N=3 $ T=O. $ H=25.*ABS(CHTF)/CHTF $ TEND=CHTF/H
Y(1)=O. $ Y(2)=C7 $ Y(3)=C8 $ TOL=I.E-5 $ MTH=2
GMIN=ABS|CHTF)/5.Ell $ GMAX=20. $ G=ABS(CHTF)/500.
DO 35 I=1,900
CALL RKF4(N,T,TEND,Y,TOL,EULFR,PD,MTH,GMIN,GMAX,G,WK,IERR)
IF(IERR.LT.O)STOP 1234 $ IE(T.GE.TEND-I.E-6)Gn TO 36
35 CONTINUE




27 C22=I.E8 $ GO TO 7
25 R3=PR3=S53 $ GO TO 8




26 SD=SORT(TC2/TNO-ACOST*ACOST) $ SOA=ACOST/SD
WRITE(6,4)RTO,TNO,TCREP,ACOST,SD,SDA
4 FORMAT(6XOEI4.4)
GO TO 1000 $ END
SUBROUTINE THETA





KOUNT=KOUNT+I $ IF(KOUNT.GT.15)HOLD=I. $ ADD=O.
IF(HOLD.EO.I.)RETURN




CALL P H I  S IF(FLGZ.EQ.I.)GO TO 2 0  S IF(HOLn.FO.l.)RETlJRhl 
R72=R20 
1 5  R I O O = ( R 7 2 - R 7 1 ) / ( R 6 2 - R 6 1 )  S R63=RR=(R71-R100*R61)/(l.-R100) 
CONS=l 
2 6  CALL P H I  S IF(FLGZ.EQ.l.)GO TO 2 0  S IF(HOLD.EQ.1,)RETIJRN S R73=R20 
I F ( A B S ( R 6 2 - R 7 2 ) . G T . A B S ( R 6 3 - S 7 3 ) ) G O  TO 3 1  S IF(CONS.GT.lO.)Gfl T f l  3 1  
R63=R8=RO*R63+(1 . -RO) *R62  S CONS=CONS+l. S GO TO 2 6  
3 1  R61=R62 S R62=R63 S R71=R72 B R72=R73 S GO TO 1 5  
2 0  R 1 5 = ( R 4 + R 5 ) / ( 2 . * R 5 ) + ( R 5 - R 4 ) / ( 2 . s R 5 ) * ( S 1 N ( 2 . * R l 4 ) - S I N ( 2 . * R 8 ) ) / ( 2 . *  
l ( R 1 4 - R e ) )  S FLG2=O. 
EOH=SIN(R19)*SIN(R19)*~COS(R14)*COS~Rl4~/R4+SIN~Rl4~*SIN~Rl4~/R5~ 
l + C O S ( R 1 9 ) * C O S ( R 1 9 ) / 5 6  
R=SQRT(R6*(R4*EOH-l.I/(R4-R6)) S Q = S Q R T ( R 5 * ( 1 . - R 6 * E O H ) / ( R 5 - R 6 ) )  
P=SQRT(R4*( 1.-R6*EOH 1 / (R4-Rh)  
LOH=SQRT((RS-R6)*(R4*EOH-l.)/(R4*R5*R6)) 
M = ( R 4 - R 5 ) * ( 1 . - R 6 * E O H ) / ( R 5 - R h ) / ( R 4 * E D H - l .  S SWITCH=O. 
L A ( 1 ) = 1 .  S LB( I )=SQRT( l . -M I .  S L C ( l ) = S O R T ( M )  S N= l .  d I = 2  
2 5  LA(I)=(LA(I-l)+LB(I-1))/2. S LR(I)=SQRT(LA(I-l)*LR(I-1)) 
LC(I)=(LA(I-1)-LB(1-1))/2. S N=N+l.  
IF (LC( I ) .LT . l .E -6 )GO TO 3 0  S I = I + l  S GO TO 2 5  
3 0  NO=SIN(R81/Q S DO=COS(R8)/P S N F = S I N ( R 1 4 ) / Q  S DF=COS(R14) /P 
R 8 I = A I N T ( 2 . * R 8 / P I )  S R 1 4 I = A I N T ( 2 . * R 1 4 / P I )  
UO=ATANZ(NO?DO) S UOI=AINT(Z . *UO/PI )  
IF(R8I .EQ.UOI)GO TO 5 2  S UO=UO+PI/2.*(R8I-IJOI) 
IF(AMOD(R8IT4.).NE.AMOD(lJOI~4.))UO=UO+ABS(R8-tJO)/(RR-UO)*PI/2. 
52 NUM=l. S 1 = 1  S PBN=I)O 
3 5  Q N = A I N T ( 2 . * P B N / P I ) + A B S ( P B N ) / P B N  
QUAD=QN-ABS(PBNI/PBN S IF (QN/2 . ,EQ.A INT(Oh\ /2 . ) )QUAD=QN 
P B = A T A N ( L B ( I ) * T A N ( P B N ) / L A ( I ) ) + P B N + C J U A D * P I / 2 .  S N(JM=NlJM+l. 
I=I+l S IF(NUM.EQ,N)GO TO 4 0  S PBN=PB S GO TO 35  
4 0  IF(SWITCH.EQ.l.)GO TO 4 5  5 SWITCH=l. S EPS=PB/(2.**(N-l.)*LA(I)) 
I=l 5 UF=ATANZ(NF?DF) S UFI=A INT(Z . *UF /P I )  
IF(R14I .EQ.UFI)GO TO 5 3  S UF=1JF+PI/2.* (R14I- I jFI )  
I F (  AMOD( R 1 4 I  94.) .NE. AMOD( I JF I  94,) )tJF=lIF+ABS( R14-UF ) /  (R14-IJF )*P1/2.  
5 3  NUM=l. S PBN=UF S GO TO 3 5  
4 5  HTF=(PB/(2.**(N-l.)*LA(I))-EPS)/LOH*ABS(R4-R6)/(R4-R6) 
CTAVG=ABS(R* (UF-UO) / (LOH*HTF) )  
R34=HTF*R15/R4 S R34R=R34-2.*PI*INT(R34/(2.*PI)) 
5 R53=R30=R7*ABS(R13/R34R)**.l 
IF(ABS(R34R).GT.PI)R53=R30=97*ABS(Rl3/(2.*PI-ABS(R34R)))**.l 
I F ( R 3 0 . L E . R 2 / 6 . O ) H O L D = l .  
RETlJRN S END 
SIJBROIJT INE'  P H I  










[COS(RT)*COS(RT)) $ IF(RIO.GE.O.)GO TO 20
R47=ATAN(SQRT(R4*(R6-RS)/(ABS|R6-RS)/{R6-RS)+R6*(RS-R4)*COS(R8)
I'COS(R8)))) $ RAN=ABS(RT*R8)/200.
15 IF(RAN.LE..OS)GO TO 16
RAN=RAN/2. $ GO TO 15
I6 R47=R47*(I.-RAN)
IF(R7.EQ.R31)R31=R47 $ IF(R7.EO.R32)R32=R47








5 IF(O..LT.RI3*PATH*(RI4-R8)*(R4-R6))GO TO 9
RI4=RI4+2.*PI_PATH






















Poinsot'sgeometricsolution,describedin reference8, equatesthe free
rotationalmotion of a rigid body to the motion of the "ellipsoidof inertia"
for that body as it rolls on the "invariableplane." The point of intersection
betweenthese two surfaces tracesout a "polhode"curve on the ellipsoidof
inertia. The axis surroundedby the polhodecurve, or "polhodeaxis," is the
principalbody axis which precessesabout the momentum vectorduring a coning
maneuver. The polhodeaxis, which can be an axis of minimummoment of inertia
or an axis of maximum moment of inertiabut not an axis of intermediatemoment
of inertia,is relatedto the initialmotion and the inertialdistributionof
the body as follows:
Polhode is about the x-axis if
Ix(Iy - Iz)
tan2 8 _x)s2 @ >
Iz(Ix - Iy)
Polhodeis about the z-axisif (B])
Ix(Iy - Iz)
tan2 8 cos2 @ <
Iz(Ix - Iy)
where @ and @ are evaluatedsimultaneouslyat any time during the maneuver.
Conditions (B]) can be determineddirectlyfrom equations (]])and the require-
ment that 8max be real-valued.
It shouldbe mentioned that the derivationof equation (]]a)was based upon
@ being measured from the polhodeaxis. This conditionis met in the present
paper for motionswith polhodesabout the z-axis,but not for polhodesabout the
x-axis. Rather than rederivethe motion equationswith @ measured from the
x-axis, the two-stepalternativeused in reference4 was used. That is, for
polhode about the x-axis,the values of Ix and Iz were interchangedand the
originalEuler rotationsabout the z-, y-, and z-axes were replacedwith a newly
generatedset of Euler rotationsabout the -x-, y-, and -x-axesdesignedto pro-
duce the identicalbody reorientation. The new Euler set was determinedby the
method of reference9 and implementedin programIMP2 of appendixA. With these
changes,the coning geometryis transferred,in effect,from polhodeabout the




The derivationof averagereorientationcosts for rod-shapedbodies is pre-
sented in appendixC of reference4. Costs for rod-shapedbodies with axial
symmetryalong the x-axis (Ix . 0; Iy = Iz) as well as rod-shapedbodies with
axial s!armetryalong the z-axis (Iz . 0; Ix = Iy) are specifiedby the equation
8
(Averagecost) = - R2,mean (C])
However, in applicationof this equationreference4 uses incorrectvalues for
R2,mean. Correctvalues of R2,mean, derivedfor rod-shapedbodieswith axial
symmetryalong the z-axis,are expressedas a functionof maneuver range by
sin R2,max - R2,max cos R2,max
R2,mean =
] - cos R2,max
For rod-shapedbodies with axial symmetryalong the x-axis,all coningmaneuvers
are "polhodeabout the x-axis"and R2,mean is determinedby averaging R2C,
the second angle of the transformedEuler angle set. The averagevalue of R2C
was determinednumericallyto be equal to _/2 radians for all values of
R2,max-
Values of R2,mean and averagecost are listedas followsfor pertinent
values of R2,max and for both inertialconfigurations:
Selectedvaluesof R2,max, radians
I '0.00873 _/4 _/2 3_/4
Rod-shapedwith axial syr_netryabout x-axis
R2,mean . _/2 _/2 _/2 _/2 n/2
Averagecost . . 4 4 4 4 4
Rod-shapedwith axial symmetryabout z-axis
R2,mean .... 0.00582 0.5]8] ].00 ].390 _/2
Average cost . . 0.0]48] ].3]9 2.547 3.540 4
These valuesof averagecost are presentedin figure 6.
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TABLE I.- COST STATISTICS FOR Iy = ]00
Cost at selectedvalues of R2,max, radians,of -
IT/360 IT/4 7T/2 31T/4 7[
Ix Iz
AV. AV. Av. Av. Av.
SDA SDA SDA SDA SDA
cos t cos t cos t cos t cos t
]99 99 4.79 0.60 5.57 0.47 5.91 0.39 6.05 0.37
195 95 5.01 0.74
]80 80 3.72 .71 4.87 .51 5.88 .51 5.93 .45 6.02 .43
]60 99 5.16 .64 5.73 .48 6.14 .40 6.28 .37
]60 95 4.60 .75
160 80 3.54 .68 4.83 .51 5.85 .50 6.00 .45 6.08 .42
160 60 3.10 .65 4.28 .48 5.59 .48 6.]3 .47 6.16 .46
140 40 ].68 .57 3.16 .38 4.65 .39 5.82 .45 5.86 .45
]20 99 4.20 .86 5.50 .72 6.26 .54 6.68 .45 6.80 .42
120 95 4.36 .71
]20 80 3. ]2 .60 4.60 .50 5.72 .46 6.34 .44 6.48 •43
]20 60 3.04 .67 4.42 .54 5.53 .46 6.27 .43 6.34 .42
120 40 I.7] .58 3.12 .39 4.58 .38 5.73 .42 5.87 .42
120 20 .83 .61 2.]4 .34 3.53 .36 4.59 .39 4.98 .42
110 10 .43 .65 ].73 .34 3.05 .36 4.07 .39 4.50 .42
100+ 95 4.00 .76
]00+ 80 2.84 .55 4.69 .56 5.67 .41 6.53 .37 6.79 .36
100+ 60 2.8] .68 4.36 .48 5.54 .43 6.25 .36 6.48 .34
100+ 40 ].8 .60 3.32 .42 4.67 .38 5.68 .37 5.97 .36
100+ 20 .84 .62 2.09 .34 3.33 .33 4.32 .36 4.79 .39
100+ 10 .41 .64 ].65 .32 2.90 .35 3.88 .38 4.33 .41
100- 200- 2.73 .58 4.46 .50 5.61 .42 6.26 .35 6.53 .34
100- ]80 2.73 .57 4.43 .50 5.64 .43 6.42 .37 6.65 .35
100- ]60 2.88 .69 4.52 .51 5.70 .43 6.46 .37 6.76 .36
]00- 140 2.74 .55 4.64 .54 5.70 .43 6.54 .37 6.78 .36
100- 120 2.94 .57 4.87 .60 6.09 .47 7.35 .43 7.50 .4]
80 ]80 2.48 .63 3.78 .51 4.94 .4] 5.95 .42 6.20 .43
80 160 2.62 .72 3.94 .58 5.05 .44 6.0] .43 6.25 .43
80 ]40 2.51 .62 3.88 .52 5.]2 .44 6.04 •43 6.26 .42
80 ]20 2.58 .61 4.18 .59 5.4] .49 6.14 .43 6.30 .41
80 1]0 2.91 .77 4.47 .69 5.72 .52 6.23 .43 6.40 .4]
80 101 5.]2 .69 5.93 .51 6.40 .42 6.55 .39
60 ]60 2.23 .74 3.45 .57 5.21 .55 5.86 .47 5.98 .44
40 140 ].97 .89 3.39 .64 5.32 .55 5.58 .47 5.66 .45
40 120 4.04 .68 5.44 .53 5.62 .46 5.68 .44
40 ]0] 4.94 .59 5.46 .48 5.54 .42 5.61 .41
20 120 4.38 .63 4.90 .48 4.96 .44 5.01 .43




















Figure I.-Orientationof body and inertialcoordinateaxes systems








Typical path of z-axis


























Figure 3.- Basic coning-pathoptions (shortand long paths
for both positive and negativeconing rates). Nutational
motions are suppressedfor clarity.
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Z:2
Figure 4.- Geometry of generalizedmaneuver R], R2, and R3 illustrating
the spherical-triangleand spin-anglerelationships. Positiveangles are
measured clockwiseabout axis of rotation.
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Figure 5.- Inertiaconstraints. All real bodies are in shaded areas.
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(a)Maneuver range, _/360 radians.
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(c) Maneuverrange, _/2 radians.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Effect of maneuver range on average cost of reorientation for asymmetric
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Measured probability of polhode
about x-axis
Figure 8.- Correlationof inertialfactor Px with measured probability
of polhodeabout x-axis. R2,max = _ radians.
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